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Chapter 1351 “Sect Master.” Kate, Tobias, and the others gathered. 

Wade looked around, nodded in approval, and focused his gaze on Andrius. 
“Andrius, | sensed that you used two types of acupuncture techniques earlier. 

“One was to suppress and eliminate the demonic nature within my body, and 
the other was to stabilize my inner energy and prevent it from leaking. 
Although | consider myself 

proficient in acupuncture, I've never heard of these two techniques. 

“What exactly are these techniques that have such remarkable effects?” 

Andrius had planned to ask about the Flame Emperor. 

Thus, he decided to reveal everything. 

“These two acupuncture techniques come from an ancient master known as 
the Flame Emperor.” 

Then, Andrius recounted the details about the Flame Emperor and added, “I 
swore an oath to find the Flame Emperor's descendants and protect them for 
fifty years. Sect Master Klein, have you heard of the Flame Emperor and this 
family before?” 

The Flame Emperor! Only now did Kate realize that Andrius came here to 
inquire about that. 

“The Flame Emperor...” Wade muttered softly, then shook his head. “Neither 
have | heard of a master called the Flame Emperor, nor do | know of such a 
family. However...” 

Just as Andrius’ eyes dimmed, Wade continued, “I know a person who might 
have heard of the Flame Emperor.” Andrius‘ eyes immediately lit up at those 
words. “Who is it?” 

“He’s known as the Turtle Sage!” 



Agleam of light flashed in Wade’s eyes as he spoke. 

The Turtle Sage? 

Andrius was slightly surprised. That was the first time he had heard a title with 
the word turtle”. 

Wade seemed to see Andrius‘ confusion and explained with a smile, “The 
Turtle Sage has lived for many years, so he took on ‘turtle’ as his title. 

“The family that the Turtle Sage resides is a clan specialized in 

= O cetera idence My have a h bry of several hundred years and claim to be 
the number one intelligence family in the world. Visit  to read the latest chapter 
of this novel 

“They document extraordinary people and events from various eras, rare 

treasures, Ryantonea andO mM significarfh cal events. They 

generally do not disclose any information to the public. However, | cannot say 
if they trade or leak information behind the scenes. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

“As for the Flame Emperor you mentioned, since he possessed power 
surpassing the Martial Saint realm, it’s highly likely that the Turtle Sage’s clan 
recorded this remarkable figure. 

“Of course, there’s no guarantee. If the Flame Emperor was born before the 
establishment. of the Turtle Sage’s clan, then it'll be hard to say.” 

Andrius nodded. Having such a lead was already good enough. Thus, he 
quickly asked, “Sect Master Klein, where’s the Turtle Sage’s clan located?” 

“The location...” Wade explained, “The 

Turtle Sage’s clan is located in the 

vast Northern Desert. Even if you 

reach the area, it might not be 
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specific information. However, | 

happened to obtain some 

information when | was young.” Then, 

Wade provided detailed information 

to Andrius. “In the vast Northern 

Desert is a spiritual grassland. After 

crossing the grassland and heading 

northwest for ten kilometers, you'll 

reach the Turtle Sage’s territory. Visit  to read the latest 

chapter of this novel 

“However, the Turtle Sage’s clan has been hidden for many years and will not 
easily accept outsiders. If you want to meet the Turtle Sage, you must 
overcome the trials he set.” Trials? 

As long as he could get information, that did not matter. 

Andrius nodded. “Thank you for telling me, Sect Master Klein. The trials won’t 
be a problem.” 

“Good!” Wade nodded in agreement. 

 


